Abstract-In this paper we introduce and study some new sequence spaces of fuzzy numbers defined by I-convergence using the sequences of Orlicz functions, infinite matrix. We study some basic topological and algebraic properties of these spaces. Also we investigate the relations related to these spaces.
INTRODUCTION
The theory of sequence of fuzzy numbers was first introduced by Matloka [10] . Matloka introduced bounded and convergent sequence of fuzzy numbers and studied some of their properties and showed that every convergent sequence of fuzzy numbers is bounded. Nanda [12] studied the sequence of fuzzy numbers and showed that the set of all convergent sequence of fuzzy numbers forms a complete metric space. J. S. Kwon [8] introduced the definition of strongly p-Cesaro summability of sequence of fuzzy numbers. Savas [17] introduced and discussed double convergent sequence of fuzzy numbers and showed that the set of all double convergent sequence of fuzzy numbers is complete. Savas [24] studied some equivalent alternative conditions for a sequence of fuzzy numbers to be statistically Cauchy and he continued to study the statistical convergence in [22, 25] . Recently, Mursaleen and Basarir [11] introduced and studied some new sequence space of fuzzy numbers generated by non-negative regular matrix. Also Savas and Mursaleen [21] defined statistically convergent and statistically Cauchy for double sequence of fuzzy numbers.
Different classes of sequence of fuzzy real numbers have been discussed by Nuray and Savas [13] , Altinok et al. [1] , Hazarika and Savas [2] , Kumar and Kumar [7] , Savas ( [22] , [23] ), Savas and Mursaleen [21] , Joong-Sung [8] and many others. The notion of I-convergence initially introduced by Kostyrko et al. [6] . More investigations in this direction and more applications of ideals can be found in [18, 19, 20, 30, 31, 32] where many important references can be found.
Let X be a non-empty set, then a family of sets The following well-known inequality will be used throughout the article. Let p=(p k )be any sequence of positive real numbers with
In the later stage different classes of Orlicz sequence spaces were introduced and studied by Parashar and Choudhary [14] , Savas ([26] - [29] ) and many others.
Throughout the article w F denote the class of all fuzzy real-valued sequence space. Also N and R denote the set of positive integers and set of real numbers respectively.
In this paper, we study some new sequence spaces of fuzzy numbers defined by using I-convergence, the sequence of Orlicz functions and an infinite matrix. We establish inclusion relations between the sequence spaces
where p=(p k ) denote the sequence of positive real numbers for all nN and M=(M k ) be a sequence of Orlicz functions.
DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS
Before continuing with this paper we present a few definitions and preliminaries.
Given any interval A, we shall denote its end points by A A, and by D set of all closed bounded intervals on real line R i.e., A fuzzy number is a function X from R to [0, 1] which satisfying the following conditions (i) X is normal, i.e. there exists an x 0 R such that X(x 0 )=1; (ii) X is fuzzy convex, i.e. for any x,yR and 
and Ralescu [15] 
is a complete metric space.  and [4] ).
SOME NEW SEQUENCE SPACES OF FUZZY NUMBERS
In this section, using the sequence of Orlicz functions, an infinite matrix and Iconvergence; we introduced the following new sequence spaces and examine some properties of the resulting sequence spaces. Let I be an admissible ideal of N and let p=(p k ) bea sequence of positive real numbers for all kN, and A=(a nk ) an infinite matrix. Let M=(M k ) be a sequence Orlicz functions and X=(X k ) be a sequence of fuzzy numbers, we define the following new sequence spaces: 
,p] then we say that X=(X k ) is strongly (p)-Cesaro convergent with respect to the sequence of Orlicz functions M.
MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we examine the basic topological and algebraic properties of the new sequence spaces and obtain the inclusion relation related to these spaces. Proof. This can be easily verified by using standard techniques and so is omitted. , :
The other part can be proved in similar way.
(b) Let X=(X k ) be an element in w I(F) [A,M,p]. Since 1≤p k ≤sup p k <∞. Then for each 0<<1 there exists a positive integer n 0 such that
